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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
conseculive days with no changes, n!ne ceo·
~H per word per day, (no refunds il caoeell(ld
before flve inBcrtionH(. CIII.Y!Iificd ad·
vertiHementf; muf;~ bo paid in ~~odvance,

0

..0
0

Marron Hrt.ll ruom 131 or by mail to:
Clus!iiUcd Advertising, UNM Uox 20,
Albuquerquo, N .M.
87131,

,..:1

b

Wii;r:TYI E rA~~~~-· ~~~11-Ki~. 26~-~~~~ _.!_~~9

t'!lssette. Slen·, 298-3220,

1

PHOF~;:::;srONAI,

TYPIST.IBM sl•lertric guar<\n·
tC>rd arrur;H')' with rras«mablP rat('s. 298·71-17.
10"20
~ui:VERtu.oTHI"i·ar, PAI:-;TI~G & drnwing
IPssnn<;, model sharing ni!{hl Tul•Sdlly, \'lltl 3441522or766 fW~J.
1017

·~ ~--------------------------~ 4,

~ "

PERSONALS
PnEGNANT AND'NEED iiEI;P·/-~f;i-e~~

.§
~

~~who care 1\t Birthr~ght :~_7_:9_~9~-- ~ .... ~!~

~

liEC'rOR, Meet me at Yale Park 8:00pm Monday,
Nick,
10/6
Q)
MARY, Th~~~-~~k iood junkies will be d~~lh
of you yet. Meet me al Mother Nature & Son,
downtown on Third between Gold & Silver for
OC> some natural food. Tarzan,
10/6
~ One is ;lo~oly nu~J;;;:Wiili~n--; talk&·;;;;;;;
clj
AGORA, NW Mesa Vi.~Ul. 277·3013.
10/10 .
~

th;

Z

p.,

MAi~Y, AJIJ-;.'7.-;rt;dt;d~-;.,-;;-go ~;~-;~plncc
wh~·ra

we could talk, have a nice lunch and relax,
that's all, If you couldn't find it, don'l blame me.
Cnrrnro's is right across the street. Nick.
J0/6
-·--

-

'

2.

LOST & FOUND

·-:---=--:::-:-·FOUND: HEJSJIJ CHOKER, ..;cpt 25, Mitchell

--·-·~·

}Jail. Ca11292·0180cvenlngs.

10/6

REWARD. RETURN of red Doberman lost
vicinity or Central & Morningside. No questions,
869·2058, 883·1576,
1019

3.

FORRENT

-- ·------·--- ..----- --

-

--

-

-~--

PRI\'ATE PLACE, Lhre(.' bedroom, earpet; A/C,
Ne-ar UNM. downt(JWn. $250/mo. SU).O deposit,
883·9113.
10/10
BEST VALVE in town. Clean large apartments
O('nr Freeway, lJNM Pool, rerrf'alion room, studio
$139/mo, one bedroom $169/mo, two bedroom
$220/mo, Free utilities, fllrnishcd, 881·4944. 10/10

---·ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATiaiS; large
~---·--------.-------

quiet apartment, eompletc-ly furnished, mid twcn·
ties p~~~~:_ed $127, 265·4607.
10/8
FEMALE TO SHARE 3 bdrm townhouse apt.
$50/mo. Call Barbara 268·1858 after 5pm.
10/7

5.
GRAD STUDEN'l' seeks room in vegetarian
housu. 'l'crry 242--6755.
10/6
ANYLoNEiv wOMEN out there'! Att(lrncy, 30,
sc~ks girlfriend who is childless nonsmoker living
alene, wuth telephone, car, under 28. Brinn. PO
Box 14888, 87111.
10/6

··~~·m
Uffl
SMALl, CARS REl1 AlRED. Small shop. small
priel!s, Datsun, Fial, Toyota, Volvo, Pinto, Capri,

~· ~~?-~t~<ml.!.~lley. Ca!~ Phi_l_~~~~:_!~~
FAMOUS QUlVlRA IIOOKSH011 and Photograph
Gallery is one·halr block from Johnson Gym on

~-~~~~.~·-~?,~~~~~~~!=:!:~c_:··--·- ·-~" -~-- --

DlVOUCE A'l' ·CUT·R.ATES. l,('ti.tion divortcs
a.Tl'!lngw.t by \~gal cl('rk $3B p\11'1 riUng [\•e, 29\J
4917.
1017

.

10/6

niC?f.~-~E,+·~~~~c~i·_F~~~p;~~r::~$?_~~ 27-7~696. 101~

6. EMPLOYMENT
i·ARTTiME-'JOB-g-;:;-d~·;-te -;~·~~t;"~;iy.

Af·

ternoon & evfmings. Must be able to work Fridny
& Saturduy nights. Musl be 21 year& 1-Jld,_App\y in
person, no phone calls pleuse. Save Way L. iquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Ml'nnul NE. 10/23

NECCHI ZIGZAG, '75 closeout model. Buk
tonholes, embroiders, monograms, $40 or 10
pnymE!nts o£~~~_56·350:?.:,_ _ _ _ , _____ 10/9
QUAD RECORDER wit.h AM·FM E!ight track nnd
nlllhe goodil's, $9.55 mcnth, 262·0637,
10/9
Hp-21 w /RECHANGEH. instruction book, case, 6·
mo. warranty. $100, 344·3752,
10/6

1973 HONDA

-·

CL 350· fairing, crashbar, sad·
die bags, rack. All included. $825. Firm. Phone 883·
9183.
10/6
ALUMINUM CAM8RA CASE. Approx
12x18xt4. New con.dillon. $45. 344·3752.
10/6
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality lO·spced bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail l-Inus Cyclcry, 1031
San Mateo SE. 250·9190.
trn

1017

FREDJCA GARCIA Classical guilar w /case $135,
caH 268·9461.
10/8
BICYCLES· Lowest prices and largest selection of
lhc finest European makes, Gitanes $115; Bcrtins
$165. R.C. Hallett's World Clmmpion Bicycles,
2122 Coal PI SE, 843·9378.
lin
70-- '/AMAHA36o- E~du;;_---Needs~tp~ir 1$50).
S175as Is. 277 ·36M, 296-5816,
10/9
BETTEn •rHANmiw~·A;ia ~ t'la7sTc-;l-guitar
wtease-, $1~0. 8'77 -0970 after lj,
10/10

MAN FROM

PATRICIA

ANOTHER
PLANET
WITH .=:;.?NEW,
GREAT
POWERS!

s~MICHAEL

RENNIE
HUGH

--~--

SECRETARIAL POSITION. Advertising,
promotion agency. Graduate student. 898·9011,
10/8

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE KI'l''l'ENS, one male, one female, black &
white lig(>r~stripe, 873·1918 betWeen noon·6pm.
1017
HUNTERS -Ranchers save those hides! Cattle,
deer, etc. l pick up and pay for hides in good condition. 243·7445.
10/8

FUEE Ihyiime Acti\'ities Yideo Tapes:

FLASH GORDON No. 6
(Mon. Oct. 6 thru Fri. Oct. 10)
10 am - 3 pm SUB Ballroom
Sponsored by .\Sl':'\;\1 & Student Acti\·ilics

20 POHTABLE TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming NE.•
255·5987. ·
I 0/23

$39.95. 268·5490. Electronic Ignition Sales,

NM Editype: For nil lyping/editing needs, 256·

21 ..-BW~TV~ ~-ec~~~~;: ;:pt·a-ke~--~~-t~l;b·t~·.+·~.~

FORSALE

DEL'I'A MARK lOB CD Electronic ignition,

SERVICES

HANG~GI.miR,-;~~cl~·t· ~~;i-ii:i~~~ ~~-t-r:~~~

make otrcr. 255·2876.
10/10
AKC -wmEHAlREi)'j;x-ierril•r pups, s-;;;ks,
pet and show. Easy to train, inl{•llig-enl, af·
fet•lionatp, small, shnrthuired, Call after 5pm: 255·
1565 or 2S(i·8828.
10/9

tN_V_IT-ATioNS ___

ltale!11 15 centr; pN word p~!f day, one d()\htr
minimum, Adverlisemenlfi run five or more

"iS·

t-s, mo1wting, etc. Advlce, if asked, Cnll 265·2444
on·omclol717GirardBivdNE.
lfn
PASs~l)ORT •.i"DE.:NTIFiCr\TION Pi10l~~. LCHI'f';L
pricl's in town. Fast, piPa.sin~. Nt-nr l1NM. Call
265·24-14 or com<' to 1717 Girard Hlvd N.E.
\VEDDiNi;
& -Ph~-l~gr;;phy:
Crrativl' St•rvirC's. [,td. 299 7930.
___ . ___ 1_~~~~

Info on the Danforth Graduate FeiiCJwship
Program (oriented toward college teaching) and
the -Root·Tildcn Scholarship Program at New
York University of I,.aw is available from Joel
Jones, rm 226, Scholes Hall, 277·4225. Interested
seniors, particuhuly those with outstanding
I\ endemic records are urged to contact Dr. Jones.
Symphony of Life presents two 10 week classes
in basic techniques, principles and methods of
meditation, every Wednesday 4 to 5:30p.m., Oct;
1 to Dec. 10, in Humanities rm 518, and every
Tuesday 4 to 5:30p.m., Oct. 7 to Dec, 9, in Honors
Center rm 134, !Hum.), Phone 898·9120 for
regislration or further info.

Applications for ASUNM Election Commission
chairperson may be picked up in t.he ASUNM
Student Government Office, Room 242, SUB.
There will be a Nat'] Chicano Health
Organization Meeting Mon., Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. at
chicano Studies. New Mrmbers welcome. 1MPORTANT11

)l{'aee Corps/VISTA rC'eruilNs will h£' nu rant·
pus Ort. 3·10 ,s('eking seniors and grad students in
a Varil'ty or riPids. R{'{'fUiting booth is in lh{' ,

FREE Daytime Acti\'ities Lecture by:

PETER LUPSHA

'"Death 4 Politics in Ame••ica"
Tuesday Oct. 9 12:00 Noon- 1 pm
SUB Ballroom
Sponsored by ASl':'\;\1 & Student Actiyities
DtiUI!!lD ·

r1®WOQ~®

BRUSH
DENIM

Stud{'nt C!"ntt'r.

PHOTOGHAPI1Y ENTHUSt;\-ST: ;tu·d(•nl~!
Gustom bl::1rk and whitt• prort•o;l>ing printing.
)''Jn(l grain or pu~h prO('(>SSing or film. Contnrt
sht'l'ls or custom proofs. High quality ('tdarg<'mt•n·

•••••••••••
•e
e•
:

e
e

•

:

Anyone interested :
be at Johnson Gym
Room 154
Saturday0ct.11

e
e
e·

1:30 p.m.

:

•••••••••••

Tan, Brown,-Yellow,
Black, White

****************~
~
~
~

~
~

LOUISIANA MALL

CINEMA
.
1-40 & LOUISIANA BlVD. '199-4412

)

1 pm·- 3:05 - 5:15
7:30- 9:45

General Store
111 Harvard SE
Denim Overalls
Southwest's Finest Head Shop

~

$~

~
~
~

~

~

Free Films
Today

!

Gaslight

:

(this week only)

Starring Charles Boyer
& Ingrid Bergman
Showing at 10 am & 12
In the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by ASUNM
& Student Activities

~

lobo
. men's
shop

~

~
1C

~

~
~

1C
1C

NOW$13.00
withthisad

~

~

~

~

~
~
~

~

2120 Central SE
243 6954

1C

*********

Pepino's On Central

!

Every Sunday The Recording Group

I

"Watermelon Mountain
Jug Band//

Starting Oct. 6
From Austin, Texas,

'
-.
•

~

j

~

'

l

• t
•

\

For a two week engagement

4310 Central S.E.

'

Regents and administration," he
said.
Goodman noted the national
AAUP offices would probably
send an investigatory team to
UNM and that it could take up to
a year for them to render their
verdict.
· "The effect of censure would
not b.e tangible," he said. "It
would have a largely moral effect. What the national AAUP
would do is to recommend that
professors don't take teaching
positions at UNM and that
students be careful about getting
their education here."

Prof. Asks
Arbitration
,.
.
..
In Termination Case
'

.

'.

~-

-·

May Censure· UNM, Regents

JohnS. Mann

.

~·

.~

-,

By Jon Bowman
•
Electrical Engineering Professor Jovan Djuric has submitted a formal appeal to the UNM Regents, asking for a review of the Univer,
sity's decision to terminate him,
·
In the Sept. 26 appeal, however, Djuric asked the Regents to
disqualify themselves from hearing the cas~ and to turn it over to a
mutually acceptable arbitration board outside UNM.
Former UNM President Ferrel Heady initiated termination
proceedings against Djuric last March after the Regents unsuccessfully attempted to have Djuric retired for "mental disability."
The case then went to the faculty Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee (AFTC) which on Sept, 8 ruled that the University "had
met the burden of proving charges" against Djuric.
Djuric was then notified that
he would be terminated effective
March 5, 1976.
In a response sent Thursday to
University Secretary John
Durrie, attorney William A.
Sloan, representing UNM,
requested the Regents hear the
Djuric appeal case themselves.
"The University submits that
the RE:gents should proceed to·conduct a review," Sloan wrote.
"In our view, the contentions
or counts made in Professor
Djuric's appeal are not only
erroneous but also amorphous to
a degree that makes sensible
argument almost impossible," he
continued. "The University
therefore denies the validity of
whatever attacks on the AFTC's
decision Professor Djuric is
Jovan Djuric
making.''
In his appeal, Djuric asked the Regents "to disqualify themselves in
this case, and to submit willingly this appeal and this entire very
bizarre case to a mutually agreeable review, i.e., arbitration board
outside UNM." Djuric suggested the state's Equal Employment Opportunity Board as a review body acceptable to him.
The electrical ·engineering professor asked the Regents to
disqualify themselves because of their "previous unlawful, capricous
and malicious actions against (him) to retire (him) involuntarily,"
Djuric said "the termination proceedings conducted before the AFTC against (him) was unlawful (and) in violation of the rules
Prescribed by the Faculty Handbook.
!Continued on page 2)

I ,
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'\ '

The national offices of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) has
initiated an investigation of the
UNM Regents and ad-.
ministration for their actions in
the case of education professor
John Stephen Mann,
Mann himself is expected to
file a civil suit against the Regents and the University within the
next few days. He will be
represented by Gerald Bloomfield and the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Mann, who now lives in
Springfield, Mass., was denied
tenure by the UNM Regents this
past summer after the faculty's
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee (AFTC) recommended he be· granted it.
Russell Goodman, president of
the UNM chaptel of the AAUP,
said its investigation could lead
to censure of the Regents and the
administration.
Goodman, a UNM philosophy
professor, said he has collected
100 signatures of UNM faculty
asking for a special meeting to
discuss the Mann decision. He
said he was unsure whether the
faculty meeting will be held,
because "generally when the
national (4A UP) office opens a
case, they want the local office to
stay out of it.
"It's conceivable that both the
national AAUP and the UNM
!acuity will decide to censure the

'

Lt. Blue, Green, Navy,·

Makersof·Hand Made Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Frisbee Fun!

JEANS

Profess~rs

~- zy--~-~~1;,.~----

Russell Goodman

Goodman said censure "would
be embarrassing for the administration," and added that
universities often change their
stance on an issue to avoid being
censured.

The faculty of the UNM
College of Education, of which
Professor Mann was a member,
has already unanimously passed
a motion condemning the Regents for their actions in the case,

David Darling, dean of the
college, has sent copies of that
motion to UNM President
William Davis and to Calvin
Horn, president of the Board of
Regents.
, The Regents, in their July 23
decision, ruled thal ,lff.ann had
"violated the grading p0licy of
this
institution
as
duly
promulgated by the faculty. This
violation is found to have been a
deliberate departure from
University policies as regularly
adopted .. ,and forming a part of
Professor Mann's contract."
Specifically, the Regents
singled out the high grades given
by Mann and also his refusal to
apologize to former UNM
President Ferrel Heady after
Mann had allegedly told Heady to
"shut up" at a faculty meeting.
The AFTC, however, ruled the
education professor had been
denied due process by the Regents, stating, "improper considerations clearly affected the
decision not to retain Prof.
Mann."
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JOURNALISM

,,
:%;'1

f..
Photo by'

This is the second incarnation of three tries at building an elevator for the Journalism
building. The planners are about ready to eat crow.
·

,,

Four Buildings Get Shafted_

UNM Improvements on the Rise
By Joel White
Elevators for handicapped students are currently being installed in four University buildings.
Mitchell Hall, Tapy Hall, Architecture and the
Journalism building, all two·story structures, were
chosen by the University Architect's office to
receive the additions.
Constructed with appropriated state monies,
the elevators, which cost approximately $30,000
each. are the major steps being taken to remove
the architectural barriers for the handicapped.
Joe McKinney, University Planner, in
cooperation with Disabled on Campus, a student
organization, researched the major problem areas
for handicapped students on campus prior to construction.
"We wanted to lower some of the barriers for
the handicapped students on campus and we felt
that they would be the best people to get input
from," McKinney said. "We received, along with
several state universities, nearly $200,000, but it
won't be enough to cover all of the problems that

I

we need to correct."
Woodward Hall, Sara Reynolds Hall, Civil
Engineering, Hokona Dorm and the area surrounding Mechanical Engineering are also scheduled to
receive ramps or other modifications for the handicapped,
"We've adopted the plan to modify those
buildings which the majority of the students use or
those the handicapped student might need access
to," McKinney said, "Architecture, engineering
and journalism are curriculums many handicapped
students take, and every student has a class in Mitchell Hall at least once in thetr four years.''
Other "in-house" modifications have been done
in the past through the physical plant budget.
"The Student Health Center was the first
building constructed with these modifications built
in," McKinney said, "and every building since has
followed a minimum standard which has changed
over the years. We've tried to bring these older
buildings up to standard through in-house repairs,
(C~ntinucd on

page 3)
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·Minor Crackdown for Boozers

.,_
By Steve Rush
~
Albuquerque liquor establishments card and
~ turn away several hundred people a day.
"t
Some owners and employees said they think the
0 city is in the midst of a crackdown on enforcement
of liquor sales regulations, most of them saying it
o began in earnest at the beginning of the summer.
...::!
John Romer9, deputy director or the Depart·
& ment of Alcoholic Beverages Control (DABC),
~ denied any such crackdown. "The enforcement has
8 always been there," he said. "Last year 161
·~ citations were issued and over $13,000 in fines
~ collected."
~ . The DABC is a state department working on a
ii:: budget of $180,000 a year whose main office is in
Santa Fe. Witfh onhly 12 fielbd agden.ts fAolrbthe entire
<:-1. state, three o w om are ase Ill
uquerque,
C1l
they have to rely heavily on police officers and
;;{' vice-squad members, Romero said.
p..,
Fines can be heavy for both the store or bar and
the employee found guilty of serving a minor. The
first offense draws a $250 fine which can be
suspended to not less than $100, second offense is a
$500 penalty which can be suspended to $250 with
a possibility of closing for 15 days, and on the third
offense the business must pay $500 and shut down

,2

z
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for 15 days. On the fourth offense, said Romero,
"they are generally in trouble."
Speaking of the purpose and success of DABC's
efforts, Romero said·, "We feel it will deter them
(the store or bar) from doing it again-sometimes
it does, sometimes it doesn't."
Agents use different methods to 'bust' an
establishment under suspicion, and usually work
what Romero called "the troubled areas."
Sometimes they will sit in a car outside, observing
through binoculars, or they will enter a nightspot
and ask young-looking patrons for identification.
An owner of a package store recalled a trap set by
police around the corner from his drive-in window.
"They stopped cars pulling away from the win·
dow; asked them for cards, found nothing illegal,
then came in and commended us," the owner said.
Besides the watchful eye of local law enforcers,
liquor-store" employees have to be on the lookout
for false identifications and, as one attendant said,
"the kids you'd never think were under 21."
"I've learned to spot the fake IDs pretty well,"
said a bouncer at a dancing club near UNM.
"Sometimes it's a regular license that·~ been
changed or duplicated ... you look for forged
signatures, faded pictures, false information.

(Continued
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"The AFTC disregarded evidence of perjuries, and even sup·
pressed evidence of possible subornation of perjury by tampering
with the public records," the appeal states, "By ruling in favor of my
termination ....the AFTC entered into a conspiracy to cover up the
conspiracy and wrongdoings against me by the Regents and the Ad·
ministration."
Djuric, specifying 16 counts against the AFTC, asked that its
decision be rendered null and void.
"This is a very prolonged bizarre case in which many have erred
and also violated due process," he said. "The prolonged anguish
seriously affected my life and my health.
"Great injustice has been done to me at UNM," he continued. "I am
the first tenured faculty member in the history of UNM to be terminated from UNM,. after being 'retired' involuntarily because of
alleged mental disability, and then 'unretired' only to be fired, and all
because of so many errors by others and in constant violation of due
process of law for years and years of this bizarre case."

Like most things, the cost of
attending medical school
has risen sharply
over the last
decade. To many
medical students
that cost repre·
senls a heavy
burden, a finonclal
problem !hat can
affect your can·
cenlration.
II needn't be
I hal way. The
Armed Forces
Heallh Professions
Scholarship Program
was originated to
free you from !hose
worries. Men and
women who qualify
will have the costs of
their medical educa·
lion covered, and
will also receive a
subslanlial monthly
allowance.
The program offers
more than tuition and
salary; it offers you the
opportunity to begin
your practice under very
favorable conditions. As a health core offrcer in
lhe military branch of your choice, you'll find
yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with
_ your training, and with lhe lime and opportunity Ia
observe a full spectrum of medical specialties.
When you decide on the specially you wish Ia
pursue, you may find yourselftaking those
graduate medical studies at one al our many
large and modern medical centers. If so, you can
count on that training being second to none.
Both the clinical and research work being done
in them have made Army, Navy and Air force
hospitals a major new national medical resource.
It's a long'road. but the first step rs simple. Just
send in the coupon. The details we send you may
make the whole way a little smoother.
·A':-:. 1\jT";"-~D~JC''Il1~ (1 ~~~ S• ~;t~Y ,_·,~ r ;:i ,\ ··'

·.
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Ford Asks for Tax Cut
WASHINGTON -President Ford asked Congress Monday
night to extend and broaden this year's tax reductions to give the
average middle-class American family a further tax cut of over
$200 next year.
But the President insisted that accompanying such a tax cut
must be s~arp reductions in federal spending. If he gets the tax
cut without the spending ceiling, Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon said, Ford will veto the tax reduction.
Specifically, these ·were Ford's proposals as they would affect
individuals:
..Increase the personal exemption from $750 to $1000 for the
taxpayer and each dependent, However, this replaces a $30 per
taxpayer credit passed in March and in effect only for this year,
.. Replace the standard deduction, now 16 per cent of total in·
come for those wli'o do not itemize their deductions, with a flat
reduction of $1800 for single persons and $2500 for married
couples. The maximum deduction is now more than that-$2300
for single persons and $2600 for couples.
..Reduce tax rates for those with taxable income of $10,000 or
less, but increase rates for the Wljalthier. Taxable income is the
amount subject to taxation after all deductions and exemptions
are taken.
·

.........
... .. ..

Only ABC Airs Ford Live
NEW YORK-Only one major network carried President
Ford's Monday night address to the nation on whether to extend
the biggest income tax cut in the nation's history.
A spokesman for the American Broadcasting Corporation said
ABC would carry the President live, on television and on its radio
networks.
CBS news refused President Ford'.s request for air time at 8
p.m. be<;ause, it said, Ford is an avowed candidate for the 1976
Republican Presidential Nomination and the network would have
to give equal time to other candidates.
Richard C. Wald, NBC president for news, said NBC also
declined to carry the President's address live but would cover it
on NBC's regular news programs.

The Empress' 'New' Coat

THE RISING COST OF A MEDICAL EDUCATION.

. . . ... .
............
. . . ..... .. ..'

World
News
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The fever that won't break:

)
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New Grad ·Student President Calls
By Orlando Medina
The bar examination is a
guessing game, graduate studen·
ts are not necessarily slaves to
faculty masters,. and there could
be a settlement between the
Graduate Student ·Association
(GSA) and William Martin, director of Popejoy Hall.
This is a cross-section of
statements from the new GSA
president, William Tryon, who
has now been in office a few
weeks .
Tryon, a law student, said he is
in the process of drafting a letter
to the' New Mexico Bar
Association concerning the Bar
Exam.
"There is a potential of 20 sub·
jects that can be tested on the
exam, but rarely/are all 20 sub·
jects tested," he said.
"Also," Tryon said, "if the
exam is valid, which I have
serious doubts about, then why
doesn't the Bar association ad·
minister the test to itself at least
every five years."
The transition of office from
Stan Read (Read held the office
for three consecutive one year
terms) to Tryon went smoothly
but Tryon wants to put more emphasis and work on a gra,duate
grievance .procedure.
"We want to streamline a
refined grievance procedure for
graduate students. We have a
procedure on the books now, but
it acts as nothing more than lip
service," Tryon said.
·

have

Kiva Kluh mtwting, Wt'd., Ort. 8 nl7 p.m. at tlu·
Nntivf'

Snmm('rskin IPicl de Verano) will be shown

Am<>ri~·an

Studies, 1812 Lns Lomas Nt;,

There will bt• a discussion ('onc<>rning: a pos!'lible 1
hr. WC('kend radio show on KIP(: {Now I-'M; AIPC

tin discontinuing discounts for Tuesday, Oct, 7, at 7:30 & 9::10 p.m. at the SUB opt•rntedl. NN•dNI: Programming idl•as, in·
tervit>wers nnd interVil'Wl'CS, announ('t!rs, Bi(l'R·
Admission $1.00 m frrt• io sl.'ril's subgraduate students to Popejoy Theat('r,
tenniallndinn Styli.'. Anyone wanlt"d. FHEE EN·
scription hold\'rs.
•n;RTAINMENT & REFRESJJM~;NTS loc
Cultural series.
BYOHJ.
RPgistration forms and rules for 1975
"I feel mildly optimistic about
Homecoming House De~orations are avnilable aL
GSA's relationship with Martin. I th~ Rl'ceotion Des}!;, Alumni Assodntion Offi~P.
A prl'SCillntion on '>ports r,holo~rnphy \7ill he
givE'n W<'d.,Oct. Snt 7:30p.m. in thE' n•ndingr«.1om
would really like to patch things Suite 200 o{ SUH. Dendlint• for ('ntry is l~rid:ly, of
the .Journalism building by Paul Sm(lk('y at 11
•
•
up and get some type of working Oct, 10at5p.m.
mrt>ting of the student chnpler t;t( the Nnti<lnal
Press Photog-raplwrs Assaf!, All interested
understanding with the Cultural
Hom~coming house display !>lo!tans must be tur
vholop;raph('rS invited.
ned
in
to
the
Homecoming
Committee
by
Wt'cl.,
Committee but the only handicap Oct, 8, by 5 p.m. Chotec forms should h£> ]pft with
Liko to help with W('dn€'sdny Chapel? Contnct
is that the GSA budget has lhl" receptionist in tl-w Alumni Office Suite 200 of
Roland M~GrcgQr, 1801 [,as Lomns NE, 247·0497,
already been voted on and sun.
passed," Tryon said.
Tryon said there is a lot of
potential in GSA, as a separate
funding_ agency from ASUNM
(the undergraduate student
government) with the center of
the potential lying in the GSA
Budget.
The main problem for Tryon
comes in the fact that the budget
Southwest's Finest Head Shop
has already been passed.
"I feel somewhat strapped in, ~-------------------------------~·
with the budget already pa~sed.
Things would be a lot easier for 1
the new president if he could
design the upcoining budget,"
Tryon said,
I
As for Tryon's goals for GSA,
he would like to "increase its
validity."
I
I
To initiate these goals Tryon is
Truman Capote · Author of In Cold I
meeting with graduates from
Blood, Breakfast at Tiffany's, etc. has I
each department to explain what
become firmly established as one of the I
GSA is all about.
most
captivating wliters of the times. I
"If we can get more interest in
Presently
working on a new film, Capote
GSA then we could have more
will speak on The Writer's Life.
1
diversity especially in the
budget. The voter turn out in the
I
I
last election was about 15 per
I
cent, and that is no reason to be
I
overjoyed," Tryon said.

General Store
111 Harvard SE
Levi's Corduroys

.

The former GSA president,
Read, had said the relationship
between most graduates and
their professors was nothing
more than "a master to slave
relationship ...do my research,
eat my shit."
"I think Stan overstated the
problem," Tryon said, "a lot of
students will just perceive some
heavy handedness with the
faculty."
Last semester, the GSA conn·
cil, cut out funding for the
Cultural Committee which
resulted in Popejoy director Mar-

l
l

I
I

UNI\(IImprovements on the Rise
but we haven't had any money until now."
Lavatory facilities, dormitory room adjustments
and heights of telephones and drinking fountains
are some of the· most common modifications
necessary.
The design for the elevator under construction
on the north entrance to the Journalism building
has been changed three times since construction
began.
"We've run into a few problems there," McKin·
ney said. "The problem has involved the placement

Truman Capote l
Wednesday, Oct. 22
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall

Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall

I
I
I

I
I
I

of the mechanical equipment for the elevator. The
first change was due to a utility tunnel running unStudents $1.00 General Adm. $2.50
1
derneath it, and the second change was due to the 1
need for natural lighting for a printing press. ~-------------------------------We've solved the problem now, though."
The elevators, constructed as additions to the
buildings, are for restricted use only.
"We've printed a map indicating where the
elevators, wheelchair routes and handicapped
parking are on campus," McKinney said. "They're
available at the University Architect's office."
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Armed Forces Health Core
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND
THE PEOPLE Vvl-10 PRACTICE IT
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Full Line Pharmacy
University Prescription Service
Personal Needs
Greeting Cards
1\immell Candies
Men's and Women;s Cosmetics
Photo Service
•
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Come in and Check us out!
Within walking distance from campus
3100 Central SE at Richmond 255·5581
Across from the Lobo theatre

I

2937 Monte Vista NE
(On The Triangle)
and
3107 Eubank NE
(Scottsdale Village)
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Commission, a.s lhl'ir guest sp(!aker on Tnes., Oct.
7 at 7::30 j).m. in rm 15~ in ,Johnson Gym. All
rt'ereation major~ invited.

State Bar Exam a Guessing Game

!Continued l'rom pa.ge 1)

NEW YORK-Empress Nagako of Japan and her husband, Em·
peror Hirohito, had lunch Monday with Mayor Abraham Beam
under the watchful eyes of police and Secret Service men. But
despite the tight security, someone walked off with her elegant
beige coat.
It was embarrassing, but Empress Nagako remained un·
perturbed.
Following the lunch, speeches a~d toasts, when the imperial
couple was ready to leave in its official motorcade, the garment
could not be found.

The Recreation and Leisure Society

Chris Krahling. director o! ~he Statl' Bicentennial
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Editorials
Opinions

Astute Observations

Perhaps if he prays hard enough his god will return him to the times of
the "Holy Kings" and he can have his holey head annointed with fish oil.
The same chuckling cut-ups who have for time immemorial been carefully
filtering intellect out of their genetic pool with a fine-mesh screen of
celibacy--the same smiling wise-guys who brought the American Indians
such cherished gifts as salvation and smallpox--have the answer to all of
our problems according to the redoubtable Mr. Truxillo. He even has the
thoughtfulness to provide us with a concise chronology of past greats ..
such giants as St. Bernard and Pius XII upon whose shoulders Mr. Truxillo
and his current retinue are "mere pimples," if I remember his metaphor
correctly. For some reason he neglects other past all-stars such as Cortez,
Pizarro and Batista from his list, but he can hardly be expected to catch all
the fish in the sea.

'AFTER CQ'\IGRESS AGREES TO CONTINUE THE TAX CUT AND RES I RAIN ITS SPENDI~IG, I'D
LIKE ·ro f.SK OUR CO'lGRESS'N.AN OVER FOR PINNER SOME EVENING:

By George Coston
Endorsed by President Ford
in his June 19, 1975 crime
message, Senate Bill 1 (S-1) has
been heralded by the unthinking
as some sort of needed prayer
to the United State Criminal
Code. What is becoming apparent at an alarming rate is that
S-1 will only serve to prevent
possible protest and perpetuate
secrecy in government.
If passed, Senate Bill 1 will
have the potential to cast away
many of the rights Americans
have considered fundamental to

this country. What follows is a
very brief look at some of the
unbelievable proposals of S-1.
DEMONSTRATIONS. Virtually every kind of civil rights,
peace and other protest action
would be threatened with
severe penalties under a series
of
vaguely
drafted
infringements on right of assembly, including the right to
demonstrate adjacent to "temporary residence" where a
President may be staying.
LEADING A RIOT. Reaffirms
1968
law,
provides
3

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
YOlJWANT
J SAIO, IT'S
10RVN7HAT A SONGABOVT
CONGRESSI1AN
VOAU. I

~ Cf~lfJ}!t?

"/

~Ji

NOTHING. ITS JIJST
IAJHAT'r<l: I'YG 8UN f?!lr<TICl!t.ARYOU ON, L.Y IMPRfi55fP BYHIS
JIMMY? TOIK3H STAN/JON GNVIRONME?N17/l.. ISSl/EJS..
I

yea rs/$1 00,000
fine
for
"movement of a person across
a state line" in the course of
consummation of a "riot." A
"riot" could' involve as few as
Mr. Truxillo is correct in only one of his asinine assertions--that the
"10" participants who create "a world today is evil and ugly--he does not realize that it is the Christian
grave danger of imminently resolve to find the world evil and ugly that makes it so. I don't care
causing" damage to property. whether Mr. Truxillo believes in Gods, angels, unicorns or Santa Claus. I
Invokes federal jurisdictional in- don't even care that his brain came from a Dark Ages pickle jar. I do care
volvement down to the level of however that he maintains that he and his fellow flock of sheep can clean
up the mess they made in the pastures of life years ago.
bar-room affrays:
Finally, since Mr. Truxillo had the goodness to close with a quotation, I
MARIJUANA. Possession of feel obligated to do the same. As Bertrand Russell aptly puts it, "The
the slightest amount for per- Christian religion, as organized by its churches, has been and still is the
sonal
use:
jail
for
30 principal enemy of moral progress in the world," or as Nietszche even
days/$10,000 fine; 2nd offenst~, more succinctly states, "I call Christianity the one great curse, the one
great intrinsic depravity ... the one immortal blemish on the human race."
6 months/$10,000.
In brief, Senate Bill 1 is an
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
outright crime against your
rights as a citizen. Believe it or
(l!tu, THtRE's SURf.. BVT IT's
JIMMY. 7RJJST [){jG5? ti!HAT
not, you still have many rights
OTH/i!<. KINOS KINP Of P&R:.;oNA~.I
M&, MAN-THf. [)(JG5? I IAJA5
Of f1'l/N, JIM.. I DON'T fc&f... l.IKf.
but only when you exercise
, lll8UM's NOT h-{ OVGRNIGHT
YOUR OJ} lADY SHARJN@ IT WITH
{ BAI.AJa/J!iP& SUCC&S5 AT
them. Unless S-1 is opposed by
2.0 MIUION W&NYHVRI
~ Nf3&{) A {)U65
19!
I
more individuals, it will pretty
1 BOPPERS.
!'
YOU?..
: / SON6!
soon take the "fight" out of
you.
At the time of this writing, S1 is supported by conservatives
and liberals in Congress and
may very well become law if
resistance to it does not increase.
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
be included with the letter or
it will nbt be considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upon request. If
<} letter is from a group,
pll:!ase include a name,
te·lephone number and
address of a group member.

IT's NOT
"TOP 40,"
JIMMY/
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By Beth Morgan
Alro,American Studies has
several projects underway· for
this semester and next.
In the planning stage is a community oriented program which
will seek to inform the black com·
munity, young and old, on af·
firmative action, blacks and the
law. racism in athletics and
politics, and racism in the in·
stitution.
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Black faculty with Ph.D.s and
law degrees will donate their services and time ft>r the ·project,
which is being sponsored by the
John Marshall Association.
A youth enrichment program,
which grew out of the summer
youth program, will begin the
second or third week of October.
Black history, African arts and
crafts, karate, African dancing
and sports will be taught to black
youth of the community. There
will be educational field trips and
recreational activities.
Harold Bailey, acting director
of Afro-American Studies, said,
"The youth program is being offered in an effort to involve black
youth in meaningful activities,
and to help prevent delinquen'cy."
B'aculty of Afro-American
Studies are planning activities
for black students, which will be
announced around the end of October.

j<>.·'
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A new course, Blacks in
Politics, is being ta:~ght this
semester. Black art, Blacks in
Mass Communications, and a
black sociology course are tentatively :tcheduled for next
semester.
New faculty members are
Robert Jones, the first black man
to graduate from UNM Law
School: Dr. Lenton Malry, a state
representative; Shiame Okunor,
from Ghana; Barbara Simmons,
the first black woman to
graduate from UNM Law School;
Cortez Williams and Bob Harding.
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"The success of the AfroAmerican program depends on
the cooperative efforts of the
black students, and black
professors with input from the
community at large," Bailey said.
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The UNM Chapter of
New Mexico NORML

~
''II

(National Organization
for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws}
ll!ill hold an organizational
meeting on

II
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By Keith Jameson
First I would like to congratulate Mr. Charles Truxillo, a member of the
same fun-loving gang that brought us the Crusades, over-population and
fish on Fridays, for his particularly,astute and enlightening observations
concerning the present state of world ,affairs. His infatuation with the
glories of the Dark Ages (which, by the way, he tags with the clever
euphemism "the Sacral Age") leads him to suggest the particularly new
and refreshing idea that "Holy Kings" should rule the Earth.
.,
Undoubtedly a return to the Dark Ages would provide Mr. Truxillo with
an intellectual environment in which he would be comfortable, basking in
the light of the wisdom emanating from the same bunch of pranksters who
tried that malicious agitator Galileo for the heinous crime of heresy. Yes,
Mr. Truxillo, I fear, is out of his element in this day of "maggot-ridden
secularized society."
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All interested in
working for Marijuana
Decriminalization
Please Attend!
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Just three years out of college, laser technologist Jim Carroll didn't make senior resea~ch
physicist at Eastman Kodak Company .bY ~ctmg
timid. So when he had the courage to p1t sc1ence
against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or
~-·
lose.
The medical community enlisted Kodak's
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser
... ~ystems. And lef~the rest up to Jim.

In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in
treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to.
Because while we're in business to make a profit,
we care what happens to society. It's the same
society our business depends on.

~Kodak.
~

More than a business.
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Grandmother Sarah

Field Hockey Squad Shuts. Out High School

How can theywhen at last I had reached
the swirling gray height
of your wisdom?
· when just moments ago
the time-eroded ravines
of your face
had become familiar?

Kaffir
If I was God,
I'd paint the moon black,
and the stars would shine
like black beads.
Maybe then John
would stop calling me
a kaffir.
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Oh Well
Creeping, crawling, blood stains the ground.
The young man in anguish bears no sound.
He looks to the sky and asks why.
He looks to hell and says, "oh well".

For college students preparing for careers
in the visual and performing arts

Tile
lallaal
lrlslpprenliaesllips

"Rasputin, the_ mad monk" by Paul Edward Park

Age
Dark halls
Four walls
Rocking chair
Silver hair

•

Betsy Church

•

•

Sharon Allen

Graphic by
George Coston

"A MOVIE THAT CELEBRATES TACKINESS!"
-Canby, N.Y. Times

Venture beyond the classroom environment to preview
your field by actually working in a demanding professional
environment.

•

Brief stay
Finer day
Softened strife
Love is life.

$1.00 Discount with Student 1.0:
Starts Sunday Oct. 5

Discover, up front, how successful professionals function
in the most competitive and provocative city in the world.

DIVINE IS MARVELOUSLY FUNNY!"
-Crist, New York Magazine

Enjoy a semester in New York, the arts and communicati~:>ns capital of the world, offering museums, galleries,
crnema, theaters.
•

DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week
donate twice weekly

"SEX OFFENSES THAT WOULD SHOCK
.·· EMARQUIS DE SADE!''N.Y. -Rex
Reed.
Daily News

Audit, free, any two of the more than 1,000 courses offered
by Parsons and The New School-whose faculties include
an impressive list of New York's leading professionals.
For more information, mail the coupon' below
or call collect (212) 741-8975.

BLOOD

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday
I
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-----------------------ParsonsfNew School Apprenticeship Programs in New York

PARSONS SCHOOL OF DESIGN, 96 Firth Avenue, New York, NY 10011

Please send me more information about the Parsons/New
School Apprentrceshrps Programs rn New York

Address
City/State/Zip

1
1
I
I
I
I

Name

1
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Ruggers: A Serum on the Earth

Spokef) word
Barely heard
Gentle touch
Fist unclutched

-Goodbye.

Cinema
Museum
and Gallery Work
Art Education
Theater
Dance
Music

.,
.

=
-

-

Hidden sight
Aging plight
Secret fears
Unshared tears

Apprenticeships are available in a variety of areas:
Painting
Sculpture
Printmaking
Commercial Design
Photography
Video
Animation

.

_

touch

Your opr;>ortuni.ty to .e~rn
12 credrts whrle garnrng
practical work experience as an apprentice to a distinguished New York professional.
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It's too late
to even

·m III!W 1Drk
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How can theywith one word
make our present
into a past?
with one gesture
·stretch me taut
until I must
snap?

George A. Gesner

~

""'"'"

Would they listen
those who confer
jagged, cruel
peaks?
those who hear
my pleading sorrow?

Perry Bellos

'J;'he game started in an
unlikely manner as Sandia
dominated the early going, but
some great goaltending by UNM
netminder Renee Lowden kept
the Matadors ·from pushing a
score across. Amy Rivera broke
the ice for UNM scoring her first

"'· ·' . ,r:, .

.:

Would they stop
if they heard
my loud wailing?
if I told of
what you've yet
to teach me?

(!)

~
goal of the year on a rebound. LOBO. "I just don't like hot out there today. I'm sure it's
X
However that did not stop Sandia publicity," she said,
~·
UNM Coach Bev Quinlan said, a physical thing and not a mental "'0
as they continued to control play
until a Sally-Broyles goal ignited "We're not rising to the great one. When we play in the Fiesta l j
tournament (Oct. 17-18) I know ......
~·
the Lobos making the score 2-0.
"G
the
other
teams
will
feel
the
Margaret Gonzales, whose ex·
~
same way."
cellence is becoming a routine,
0
0"
scored to give the Lobos a 3-0
0
Quinlan cited Donna Kutarnia, 0
lead, and then Broyles fired home
three more goals, one on a per· challenge. Perhaps it is because the center-halfback for playing a ,..,.
r1h>
. . )D:t•f'~"A., 1:,".·.i · . ..;. ;~.;!J.rll.
"'0
~;.iF~.· ·~ '"'<!! · ," ~,--,
fine game.
feet centering pass from Aileen of the competition."
0"
The Lobos play next in Los (!)
~- 1\~
The Lobos appeared sluggish
Bostwick, to give the Lobos a 3-0
lead, and then Broyles fired home in the second half, just as they Alamos on Thursday.
-'l
three more goals, one on a per- did Friday against Santa Fe
1-'
fect centering pass from Aileen Prep. Quinlan explained, "It was
"'-'l
~j
Bostwick, to give the Lobos a 6·0 . ;llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll! Cll
halftime lead.
Broyles is a regular scoring
machine. She has outscored the
PEACE CORPS/VISTA
Lobo opponents 11-2 in three ~
games.
Even though Carol Cole and =
Job Opportunites · January/March/June '76
=
Rebecca Whalen scored to give 2
~
New Mexico its final margin,
Sandia Coach Ann "Wiji" Poston ~
A unique, challenging way to use your degree,
;::
.-,, . :¥;
... .... ·./-' '-~ never stopped her verbal
5
gain experience in your field and help others.
urgings.
;;;;
LIBERAL ARTS MATH/SCIENCE BUSINESS
::
Lobo center Dana Miller, who
FRENCH/SPANISH SOCIAL SCIENCES LAW
:
was a regular under Poston :
EDUCATION HOME ECONOMICS ENGINEERING
;;;;
during her Sandia High School. 5
days, thinks Poston "really helps
a lot. You just try to take in what §
Recuiters on Campus October 3 · 10
~
she tells you. I guess you could 5
Sign up now · Mesa Vista Hall, Room 2130
::
say she taught me everything I §
:"\~ i>£2/"'' ...
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for an Interview and an Information Pack
§
Photo by Wendell Hunt
know."
Carol Cole (in skirt) battles a Sandia High field hockey
However after the game ~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!':!!.',llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~
player, Cole scared one of the eight goals for UNM in· the Poston refused to talk to the
game.

By Tim Gallagher
The UNM women's field
hockey team continues to be the
big bully on the block beating
defenseless high school teams.
They trounced Sandia High
School 8-0 yesterday at Johnson
field.
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By Mike Gallagher
Rugby should be watched lying down on the side
of a hill overgrown with clover and long grass with
a beer in the hand', eleven more in the ice-chest and
someone there to explain just what is happening
out on the field.
The UNM Rugby Club played the Santa Fe
Rugby Club, Saturday afternoon at the south prac·
tice fields. The Lobo Rugby team won 9-6 on Dave
Wheelock's 35-yard penalty kick. Louie Martinez
scored on a nice run and made sure he touched the
ball to the ground when he crossed the goal line for
four points. Wheelock kicked the two·point eon·
version.
The UNM Rugby Club will host the High Desert
Classic Oct. 25 and 26. Hank Crumpton
(serum/halfback) said there will be 14 clubs
coming in from Los Angeles and elsewhere for the
tournament.
Rugby or rugby football, is said to have
originated in 1823 when a boy at Rugby School in
England, during a football (soccer) game, picked
up the ball and began to run with it. The modern game started in 1860. It was played
with an oval ball, blunter than an American foot·
ball so it would be easier to bounce and drop-kick.
There are fifteen players in rugby, eight forwards, two halfbacks (wings), four three-quarter
backs and one fullback. All the players are allowed
to touch the ball which can confuse the regular slob
who has never seen a match played before.
Rugby players like to say, "Soccer is a gentle

11®\YJDQ~®

game played by gentlemen, football is a beastly
game played by beasts and rugby is a beastly game
played by gentlemen."
..
The jargon of the game must have been invented
by some obscure, Mr. Chips-like character sitting
in an ivy-covered tower watching his young pupils
kick and run durjng free period.
Serum; scrummage/scrimmage, is the most com·
mon play. The forwards linkarms, legs, and heads
in a 3-2·3 formation and try to push the opposing
team off the ball or ruck (rake) the ball back to the
serum/half, who is the only one allowed to touch
the ball during the serum. Once the serum/half
picks up the ball he throws it to one of the backs
and the action is wide open again.
Control of the ball is the most important part of
the game as it is in most field games. Two basic
rules are: no player may pass the ball forward and
no player may touch the ball while it is in play if it
was last touched behind him by a player on his uwn
team.

BRUSH,.
DENIM
"

Lt. Blue, Green, Navy,
Tan, Brown, Yellow,
Black, White

$~

NOW$13.00
with this ad

(this week only}

Although substitutions are usually allowed in in·
formal matches, no substitutes are allowed during
tournament play. The teams have to play short·
handed if a player is injured.
One of the 25 UNM Rugby Club members explained why he played this game, "I was a guard in
regular football for seven years and not once did I
get to touch the ball. But I've already scored twice
in rugby since I started playing."
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Pepino's On Central.
Every Sunday The Recordi

Group

"Watermelon Mountain
Jug Band"

Starting Oct. 6
From Austin, Texas,
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JEANS

For a two week engagement

4310 Central S.E.

2120 Central SE
2436954
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BEST VALUE in town, C~ean large apartmcn~s
ncar Freeway, UNM.Pool, recreatiOn room, studio
$139/mo, one bedroom $169/mo, two bedroom
$220/mo. Free utilities, furnished, 881-4944. 10/10
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Rates~ 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run flvQ or more
consecutive days with no ehunges, nine cen·
ts per word per day, lno refundB if cancelled
before five lnserllon11l. Claasiried ad·
vortisemcntf:l muot be paid in all vance,
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advcrtlsln._(, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N .M.
87131,
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ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY: large
quiet apartment, completely furnished, mid twen·
ties proferred $127, 265·4607.
10/8
FEMALE TO SHARE 3 bdrm townhouse apt.
$50/mo. Call Barbara 268·1858 after 5pm.
10/7

5.

FORSALE

20 RORTABI.E TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming NE.

255·5987.

1ona
NECCHI ZIGZAG, '75 closeout model. But.tonholes, embroiders, monogr11ms, $40 or 10
payments o( $4, 256-3606.
·---·~--10/9

PERSONALS

QUAD RECORDER with AM-FM r:ight track and
all the goodies, $9.55 month, 262-0637,
10/9

PHEGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien•
dswhocnrcatBirthright247-9819.
t.fn

10/10

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center,
Quality 10-.'lpeed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
1--z.ck packing equipment. Trail Haus Cyclcry, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
lfn

NICK, Cnrraro's is right across the street from
where? You don'tknow where lam. Mary.
10/8

DELTA MARK lOB CD Electronic ignition,
$39.95.288-5490. Electronic Ignition Snles.
1017

00 i'i'"APPY BIRTHDAY ELLYN, Tues. and Thurs.
~ ~eRich. ~ ... _
10/9

FREDICA GARCII~ Classical guitar w/case $135,
ull 268-9461.
10/8

MARY, Honey, Drop Nick, forget Hector. Come

BICYCLES- Lowest prices and largest selection of
the finest European makes. Gitanes $115; Bertins
$165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles,
2122 Coal PI SE. 843-9378,
tfn

~
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Qne is a lonely number. Will listen, talk
AGORA,NW Mesa Vista, 277-3013,

homewhcreyou'rt>loved,Mom.

10/7
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2.

LOST & FOUND

REWARD . .RETURN of red Dobcrma11 lost
vicinity of Cenlral & Morningside. No q~estions,
809-2058, 883-1570.
10/9
FOUND: Set of keys. Stanford & Mountain Rd,
near School of Law parking lot. Call 277-2425 or
School of Law Library Desk.
10/10

3.

70 YAMAHA 360 EJnduro. Needs repair l$50),
10/9

$175 as is. 277-3696, 296-5816.

RADIO SHACK component stereo like new, $80,

10/13

268·1595.

$125 Three-pound prime goose-down sleeping bag.
Only used once. $90, 296-7449 alter 8pm.
10/13
HEAD & KNIESSL·SKIS, with bindings, 200 em,
296·2661 evenings.
10/8

SERVICES

NM Editype: For nil typing/editing needs, 266·
4567 after 4:00.
10/8
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photograph
Gallery is onc-hnlf block from Johnson Gym on
Corne-ll. Special order service.
DIVORCE AT CUT-RATES. Pctiti()n divorces
arranged by legal clerk $36 plus filing fee. 296-

4977.

10/7

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked, Call 265-2444
or come to 1717GirardBlvdNE.
dn
PASSPORT, m'iNTIFICATION photos. L~;;_;t
prices in town. Fnst, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.
WEDDING lNVITA'l'lONS & Photography.
Creative Services Ltd, 299·7930.
10/14
WU.L 'l'YPE PAPERS. Call Kim. 265-3292.

BETTER THAN NEW. Aria classical guitar
w;cnsc, $150.877-0970 nfter 5.
10/10

-- - - - - - - . - - - - 4. FORRENT

-------------PRJVATE PI.ACE, three bedroom, carpet, A/C,
.

Near UNr.', downtown. $250/mo. $150 deposit,

10/10

883 9113.

Y.akers of-Hand Modo !ndlan JewelrY
OlDTOWN

HUN'l'ERS-Ranchcrs save those hides! Cattle,
deer, etc. I pick up and p_ay tor hides ln good con·
clition. 243·7445.
10/8
WAN'l'ED: used pinball-machines, nny condition,
293·1818.
10/13
FRF,E MALE GERMAN Shepard puppy,277-5439
after 5:00,873-2995.
10/1~
FEMAIJE FIGUHE MODELS needed, All nges,
nil sizes. By GnLduate photo student. Call268·9520
after 7 pm.
10/13

BICYCLE, 10-speed European. $75.277-3696.10/8

6.

ApplicatiOns for ASUNM Election Commission
chairperson may be picked up in the ASUNM
Studert Government Office, Room 242, SUB.
Applications for Residence Hull Undergraduate
Advisor positions are now being accepted Interested applicants contact Associate Dc-nn of
Students Office, Hokon;l 100.
Applications for ASUNM Scholarships for the
Fall Semester are being accepted at the StudC'nts
Aids Office in Mesa Vista Hall until Oct, 24. Awards will be based upon academic standing and linan·
cia! need', Applications available in the Student
Airis Office.

Former UNM Concert Choir m()mbcrs·-If you
have a black tuxE.'do or black dress you would like
to sell to a present nwmbcr, please contncl the
UNM Choral Offi!!c a~ 277 ·•1301.
Info on the Danforth Graduate Fellowship
Program (oriented toward college te~:~chingl and
the Root-Tilden Scholarship Program at New
York University of Law is avnilable from Joel
Jones, rm 226, Scholes Hall, 277-4225, Interested
seniors, particularly those with outstanding
academic records ure urged to contact Dr. Jones.
Symphony o( Life presents two 10 week classes
in baSic techniques, principles and methods of
meditation, every Wednesday 4 to 5:30p.m., Oct.
1 to Dec. 10, in Humanities rm 518, and every
Tuesday 4 to 5:30p.m., Oct. 7 to Dec. 9, in Honors
Center rm 134, {Hum.). Phone 898-9120 for
registration or further info.
Folk-Country-bluegrass-etc. The home of Happy Feet every Tuesday night at 9 p.m. KUNM 90.1

Blues on KUNM 90.1 FM, every Wednesday
night 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB graduate students only. Afternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE.
10/23

Peace Corps/VISTA recruiters will be on ca~·
pus Od, 3-10 seeking senior.s .and grad st_ud~nts Ill
a variety of fields. Recru1tmg booth IS Ill the
Student Center.

Time on your hands? The United Ministries has
a complete listing of Volunlecr S('rviccs in
Albuquerque. 1801 Las Lomas NE.

Every-Thursday & Sunday nights starting at 9
p.m., KUNM plays JAZZ. 90.1 FM.
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Free Films
Wednesday Oct. 8

Family

* Featuring Claudette Colbert:+*
~

~

& Fred MacMurray
Showing at 10 am,
11:30 am &.1 pm
In the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by Student
Activities & ASUNM
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~
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*
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Pepino's On Central
preseli1t~

/IT om Foolery/1
From Austin, Texas

4310 Central SE ·

Lobo

10/8

lowest prices. High commission, NO investment
rl'quired, Serious inquiries only! FAD Com·

•••••••••••
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e
e
e

Room 154
Saturday Oct. 11

:

1:30 p.m.

:

•••••••••••

LOUISIANA MALL

CJ:NEMA
'
1-4()' & LOUISIANA BLVO. 209-4412 .

)

1 pm - 3:05 - 5:15
7:30-9:45

Marron Hall, Room 132

Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone'--~----
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Fall Semester Funds Overspent

§itude~t

'

Senate Budgeo't

ASUNM President Alan
Wilson yesterday said the
student Senate has overspent its
mone.)(. for this semester and will
not be able to allocate any additional funds.
Wilson added he would appear
before the Senate ·tonight and
ask them to alter two ap-'
propriation bills they passed last
week. He· said the alterations
were necessary to insure
ASUNM does not go heavily into
debt.
"I'm going to return the Black
Student Union IBSU) bill and ask
Senate to change it from $2303 to
$789," he said. "I'm going to
recommend they cut down. the
.1\SUNM Recruitment- Program
from $3000 to $1000."
He said .BSU and the ASUNM
Recruitment Program could both
receive additional funds next
semester, but there was not
enough money to give them any
more now.
According to the final student
enrollment figures for the fall,
ASUNM will receive $290,000
from the student-charged activity" fee this year. Most of that. ·
~

Alan Wilson
money was already allocated
during last spring's budget election, but $35,000 extra was left
over foi" the Senate to spend. In
other words, Senate had about
$17,000 to allocate for the fall
semester and another $17,000 for
next spring.
Taking into account the appropriation bills passed by the
Senatll last W1;1dnesday,. thl;l

~n

. $17,000 funding limit for the fall
has been surpassed.
"There are no more monies
available for them to spend this
semester," Wilson said.
"When the funding problem
came .up at the beginning of the
semester, we knew there would
be more money coming in as soon
as the final enrollment figures
Marcia Tillotson
were tabulated.~' he said. "It was
a question of whether the Senafe
could spend those funds before
the real amount was known. It
was never a question of whether
they were going to come into syd·
den riches."
The presideiit said he was unsure what he would do with two
smaller appropriation bills
passed last week.. one dealing
with the General Honors
By Colleen Curran
Program and the other conApparently there is growing dissension among members of the
cerning the Student Nurses English department concerning the way the Teacher Assistants are
Association.
being treated by the directors of the department, Marcia Tillotson
"I would like to sign both of the and Fred Warner.
The situation came to a head last week when the assistants were
bills because I think they're worthwhile," he said. "If I sign them . summarily ordered to give an English grammar and writing skills test
though, we would go into a deficit to their English 100 and 101 students, for the purpose of evaluating
of about $1000. It's something the 100 and 101 programs. The test was tlesigned to measure the
that will have. to be discussed progress of the 100 students and to compare them to the students in
the 101 classes. It was made JP by Lynn Bloom, an Associate
with the Senate (tonjght)."
Professor of English at UNM.
The TA's first learned of the test when a notice appeared on a
bulletin board in the English D.llpartment. The notice informed the
teachers that they were to give this test to their students on WedAlan Reed received 22 votes less nesday or Thursday of last week. The notice said failure to comply
than he needed for a clear cut vic- would result in termination oftheir contracts.
tory and must now face second
For theTA's, this was a culminating incident in what they feel has
place Max Kiehne in the run·off. been a long string of abuses. Using terms .such ns "arbitrary," "die·
Reed told the LOBO last night he tatorial" and "tyrannical," many of theTA's described the directors
expected to win the run·off of the department as having a bad attitude toward them.
"It started last year when the present directors took over the
because he felt he could pick up
department
at UNM," one assistant said. "The main problem is that
support from individuals who
they have absolutely no respect for the Teacher Assistants. They feel
voted for Ken Gattas,
In District Eight, Ava Marie that they are the masters and we are th"e slaves."
For a few oi the assistants who were interviewed, i~ was not the
Bowers came in first, but she also
test
itself that angered them, but the peremptory way in which it was
failed to garner the votes needed
assigned.
"The test may have been valid," a TA said, "but the tone the
for election. On Nov. 4, she will
directors used was uncalled for."
!Continued on r>•n•JOJ

English T A's Dislike
Directors' 'Arbitrary,
Di_ctatorial' Treatment

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, .New
Mexico .87131
'
.

ments passed in t)le election and"
two incumbent city councillors,
Joe Abeyta (District Two) and
Tom Hoover (District Four), won
re-election.
The District eight and District
Six council elections, however,
failed to produce winners as no
candidate picked up the
necessary,40 per cent of the elec·
!.orate to be chosen. Run-off elec·
tions for the two districts will be
'held on Nov. 4.
In District Six, UNM professor

Park· Gliders May Have to. Hang It'· Up

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

:;.··

Wednesday, October 8, 1975

fn

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. ·For Rent; R.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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DAILY

As of late last night, it appeared Albuquerque voters approved ali thirteen bond issues
yesterday's
put 'before the;n
election.
Only the $2.\l million bond for a
new Civic Museum to be located
at the Navajo Truck site near Old
Town was in danger of being
defeated. According to the votes
tabulated by 11 p.m., the bond
was barely passing, 10,657 to
10,583.
All four Cit.y Charter amend-

Ne\N Mexico c·aily Lobo

Enclosed $

0

City Voters Approve B·ond Issues

Anyone interested :
be at Johnson Gym

e
•
e

New Mexico·

'

Frisbee Fun!
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~Honeymoon~

SECRETARIAL POSITION. Advertising,
promotion agency. Graduate student. 898-9011.
COLLEGE CAMPUS Representative needed to

34410/7

1017

AKC WIREHAIRED fox terrier pups, B weeks,
pet .and show. Easy to train, Intelligent, at·
fectionate, small, shorthaired. Call after 5pm; 2551565or 266-8828.
10/9

sell brand name stereo components to .students at

{'tlll

FREE KITTENS, one male, one female, black & ,
white tiger-stripe, 87::!-1918 between noon-6pm.

FM.

PROFESSIONAL 1'YP1ST. IBM selectric guarnn·
lced accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-7147,
]0/20
Jes~ons, model shnring night Tuesda)',
1522 or 766-5423.

8. MISCELLANEOUS

18' HANGGLIDER, excellent condition, extras,
make of!er. 255-2876.
10/10

10/9

SiLVERsMiTiiiNG~ PAlN'fiNG ---&d;;;.ing

ponents, Inc,, 2(} Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New Jersey 07006, Jerry Diamond 201-227-6814.
10/7

~~
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By Lynda Sparber
While most people would not consider hang 0
gliding in Carlsbad Caverns, those who may be so
inclined may not be allowed to in the near future.
The caverns are one of 11 National Monuments
and Parks in the state which, if a proposed
regulation is approved, would be off limits to l)ang
gliders, parachutes, sail planes, body kites· and
recreational gliders..
•
.
"The spectacular nature of these activities
detracts from the enjoyment of natural and
historic features for which the parks were
esta~lished," a spo,kesman for the National Park
Serv1ce (NPS) smd 10, a press rel?ase. .
Ben Moffett! pubhc .mformatwn offiCer for the
southw~st regwnal office of the NPS, demed t~e
regulatton came about because the NPS was afratd
someon~ would get hurt.
'· ..
.
H~ satd the NPS was created . to P.reserve t~e
parks as well a~ see that the p'ubhc enJoys them m
a ~onconsum~ttve way.
. . . ..
'You go flymg through the a1r and people look at
the hang glider instead of. the natul'al formations.
Can you picture someone hang.gliding across the
Grand Canyon or over Old Faithful?"
The sports, he said, detract "from the very
··
nature of the parks." The parks were designated· :.."to preserve our natural and historical heritage."
NPS is
written .

-

·

suggestions or objections to the regulation. The
deadline for these letters is Oct. 20 and should oe
directed to: Dir.ector, National Park Service,
Departtn'Cnt of the Interior, Washington, D.C.
20240.
A local hang glider designer and manufacturer,
Larry Newman, is skeptical of the NPS request for
public input.
"They're not taking any S'Uggestions, they have
already made up their minds," ,Newman said.
"They're asking for comments, but they really
don't give damn."
Newman said he has written several letters to
his congressmen, but has received replies only in
the .form of "form letters saying 'thank y<Ju and
vote for me next time' Bullshit."
"They (NPS) haven't stated a reason for· th'e
regulation, there is no reason," Newman sai,d. He
pointed out the sports do not take up any space,
are quiet, present no dfain on the natural environment, and do not pollute the air.
":
.
Moffett said the problem lies,not so much with
the actual hang gliders in respect to park reser·
vation, but with the number of people who would
gather to observe. "Many peopfe who go out to see
nature would get upset to see a hang glider," he
said.

a

!Continued on page 101
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